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1. Introduction
China is the largest coal producing country in the world with annual production rate of 324
Mt in the year 2010 [1]of which surface mining production is only about 9 percent of the total
production because the coal reserves suitable for surface mining is not large enough
compare with the other major coal producing countries. Surface coal mining methods used
in China have also been limited because the geological, topographical and coal occurrences
conditions.

2. Recoverable coal deposits to surface mining
2.1 Introduction
Coal reserves are available in almost every province in China, with recoverable reserves in
around 334.1billion tons[2]. At current production levels, proven coal reserves are estimated
to last not more than 50 years. In the recoverable coal reserves, only about 4.5~7.0 percent
can be mined by surface mining method under current mining technology. There are 13
surface mining coal areas located around northern China, Shanxi-Shannxi-western InnerMongolia, northeasten China, southwest and Xinjiang, and about 70% is lignite coal, the
others are mostly steaming coal.
Surface mining of coal was started around 1900 in China and in 1949 (the founding year of
the People’s Republic of China) the total production of coal was only 32.43Mt, in the longer
period of coal extraction from the beginning of the 20th century to 1980s, surface coal mining
production was no more than 4% of the whole country’s production rate because the most
coal beds are not suitable for surface mining methods to exploit. By the end of the year 2010,
the annual coal production rate reached 3.24 billion tons, of which surface mined production
was about 9 percent.
2.2 Steeply pitching seams
Surface coal mining methods used in China from 1949 to 1980 were mostly open pit method
to excavate steeply buried pitching seams, in which the shovel-train system was prevalent,
the overburden was transported from the pits to external spoil dumping areas.
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2.3 Flat buried seams
After 1980, in the new developed surface mines shovel truck system has been broadly
selected for the overburden removal and shovel-truck with crushing plant and belt
conveyor system for the coal transportation from pit to the washing plant or storage areas.
Since the coal seams in those mines are usually flat or shallow buried, the first cut
overburden of those mines is hauled out of the pits and then the following cuts overburden
is dumped in the previous cuts.

3. Coal surface mining methods
The major types of surface mining methods[3,4] presently employed in China can be classified
into: (1) Openpit mining; (2) Area Type Mining; and (3) Contour Mining.
3.1 Openpit mining[5,6]
Open pit mining method was used broadly in Chinese surface coal mines in the years from
1949 to 1980, these mines were characterized by dipping seams with the slope of more than
12 degrees to 45 degrees.
Open Pit Mining was almost exclusively employed in China’s state owned surface mines
with pitching or steeply pitching seams in flat, rolling or hilly topography. Open Pit Mining
of coal seams (usually from 10 up to 100 meter thick) involved removal of overburden in flat
terrain, rolling or hilly topography. Shovels of 3 to 4 cubic meter dippers were the most
common equipment used to remove overburden and coal into a series of benches 8 to 10
meters high, and the haulage equipment was usually steam engine or DC driven
locomotives with 7 to 14 railcars depending on the tractive effort of the engines. The ratio of
overburden to coal varied from 1.0 to 10 cubic meters per ton of raw coal.
This type of Open Pit Mining is performed by having the stripping operation follow the coal
down-dip, overburden is placed outside of the pit. Direct backfilling is not feasible in these
kinds of mines.
Case study of openpit mining
Haizhou openpit coal mine is located at Liaoning province in northeast of China, started
construction in 1950 and put into operation in 1953 with designed production rate of
3.0Mt/a to 5.0Mt/a in 1987, 3 Jurassic steaming coal seams mined of composition thick
about 40 to 120 meters with an average 82 meters, with a dipping angle of 18 to 22 degree.
The pit length is 4km from east to west and 2km from north to south and 350m in depth.
Figure 1 shows the mine is under operation.
The mining system used in Haizhou mine was shovel train system with a dipper size from 4
to 10 cubic meters and the electrified locomotive with 60t side dumping railcars, the
overburden was transported from pit to external dumping areas. Figure 2 illustrates the 150
ton DC locomotive used in the mine and figure 3 shows the power shovel with a dipper size
of 4 cubic meters.
3.2 Area type mining
Area type mining in China is characterized by removal of one or two moderately thick to
thicker coal seams (usually between 6 and 30 meters thick with some more than 100 meters),
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Fig. 1. Haizhou Openpit coal mine.

Fig. 2. Electrified train locomotive used in Haizhou Openpit mine.
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Fig. 3. Power shovel used in Haizhou Openpit coal mine.
with extraction activities ultimately progressing over a relatively large tract of land. The
topography is usually flat or gently sloping, after the first cut overburden being dumped
outside the pit, spoil is directly placed in adjacent previous cuts, using shovels and fleet of
trucks for excavation.
In area type mining, coal is commonly hauled by fleet of trucks from the pit to crushing
plant located outside the pit limit or directly loaded into mobile crusher on the working
benches and then conveyed by belt conveyor to the washing plant or railroad station for out
of mine transportation. In some mines, bucket wheel excavators and conveyors are used to
extract soft loess strata and there is also a 90 cubic meter bucket dragline directly overcast
the overburden into the adjacent previously mined out cuts with some pre-stripping of BWE
and shovel truck combination. The overburden removal equipment utilized in these kinds of
mines varies from dipper sizes from 10 to 60 cubic meters, the truck fleet payload from 32 to
362 metric tons. The coal loading equipment of single bucket machines varies from 10 to 55
cubic meters which is either electric or diesel engines.
Area type mining is broadly used in the surface coal mines established after 1980 with the
coal seam of flat or gently sloping with varied topography, about more than 20 surface coal
mines of over 10.00Mt/a designed production rate in operation or under construction.
Case study: An Tai Bao surface coal mine
An Tai Bao surface coal mine is located in Shuozhou, Shanxi province, started operation in
1985, with designed production rate of 15.00Mt/a dry raw coal. The average mineable
thickness of the coal seams is 7 meters for No. 4 seam, 14 meters for the No.9 seam, and 3
meters for the No. 11 seam. The cover over the No. 4 seam varies from 80 to 120 meters
thick. The interburden between No.4 and No. 9 seam is 35 to 45 meters thick, and the
parting between the No.9 and the No. 11 seam is 6 to 10 meters thick. The average seam dip
as a result of an anticline trending northeast and plunging southwest is from 2 to 6 degree.
Figure 4 shows the total reserve area and the mining pits with the direction of mining
indicated.
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Excavation of pit 1 occurs in two phases, development and full production. The
development phase is the mining work done prior to the preparation plant beginning full
production. The full production phase is the time required to complete Pit 1 and to establish
a normal haul back operation mining north in Pit 2.

Mining Direction

Pit 4

Pit 5

Pit 6
Pit 3

Pit 2
North
Pit 1

Fig. 4. An Tai Bao surface coal mine mining areas and pits.
During the development phase, all the excavated material must be hauled out of the pit to
the waste area or the coal stock pile area. The full production phase of Pit 1 requires the
waste material above the No.4 seam to be hauled to the waste areas outside of the pit and
the waste bellow the No.4 seam to be backfilled in the mined out area of Pit 1. The coal is
hauled to the raw coal dump at the plant site by the 154-tonne end dump trucks.
The excavation equipment includes the bucket of 25 cubic meters in size to be used in
overburden removal, large hydraulic shovels, front end loaders in various sizes selected for
coal loading and miscellaneous work.
3.3 Contour mining
Contour mining has been used only in Dafeng surface coal mine which located in Ningxia
Hui Autonomous region northwest of China with mountainous topography. The working
face of the mine is digging along the contour line to form the first cut and the spoil is hauled
along the bench to fill in the nearby valley or hollows. Fig 6 shows the bench level of 1120m
cut digging and waste materials hauled to fill nearby valley.
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Fig. 5. An Tai Bao surface coal mine in operation.

Fig. 6. From higher contour dropping to 2100m cut in Dafeng mine.
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Dafeng mine is designed with annual output 0.9Mt anthracite and power shovel of 3 to 4
cubic meter dipper size for loading on 27 to 32, 45 ton off-highway trucks. The coal seams
total thickness is 38.77 meters with a dipping angle from 5 to 17 degrees.
"Mountaintop removal mining" (MTR) is also used in this mine that uses explosives to blast
"overburden" off the top of some higher mountains.
Fig 7 shows the large scale throw blasting used to move mountain top for underneath coal
extraction.

Fig. 7. Throw blasting in Dafeng mine.
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